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Identities Satisfied by a Finite Ring 
I~OBERT I,. KRUSE* 
The polvnomial identities satisfied bv a ring are called jinital~~ bns~d if the\ 
are all consequences of a finite set of identities. The first goal of this paper is 
to establish: 
‘rHEOREM I I The identities snti$ed by my jinifr virg are .finitei~~ bn.wd. 
In the final section of the paper this result is extended to obtain 
THEoREnI 1.2. If R is a ring with o &potent ideal .V such thnt K A. I’S 
finite, the?1 the identities of R are,finite& based. 
This result thus provides a common generalization of ‘theorem I. I and 
the observation that the identities of any nilpotent ring are finiteI! based. 
The finite-basis problem for rings was proposed by Specht [ 191 in 1950, 
and previous work has included the study of identities satisfied by matrix 
algebras (see especially- the papers of Amitsur, some written jointl!~ with 
Lcvitzki, for example, [I]) and the study of algebras of characteristic 0, 
where positive solutions to the finite-basis problem have been found under 
suitable restrictions related to the Lie structure of the algebra (see especially 
the papers of Latvgev and of Gavrilov, for example, [I I] and [S]). The 
finite-basis result for commutative rings follows easily from work of (‘ohen [2]. 
It is not known to the author whether an infinite ring, or c\cn a finite- 
dimensional (associative) algebra over an infinite field, must have a finite 
basis for its identities, hut Vaughan-Lee [20] h as constructed a four-dimen- 
sional Lie algebra over any infinite field of characteristic 2 which has no 
finite basis for its identities. With regard to finite algebraic sptcms, >Iurskii 
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[ 141 has constructed a groupoid of order 4, and Perkins [IS] a semigroup of 
order 6, neither of which has a finite basis for its identities. 
JIany of the methods employed in the present paper arc taken from 
analogous methods in the theory of groups. B. H. Neumann [ 151 in 1937 first 
proposed the finite-basis problem for groups. The first significant class of 
groups for which an affirmative answer was found was the class of ni[potent 
groups, by Lyndon [ 131 in 1955. In 1964, Oates and Powell [I71 established 
that the identities satisfied by an arbitrary finite group are finitely based. 
Several simplifications in the proof of the Oates-Powell theorem were made 
b!- Kovlics and Newman [9], and it is on this work that the general outline 
and key steps of the present paper are modeled. In 1968 C&se>- [4] proved 
that the identities of certain classes of nilpotent-by-finite groups are finitely 
based, and the method used to prove Theorem I .2 is based on this work. The 
details of the proofs for rings in the present paper, however, are generally 
quite different from those for groups, and are often simpler because of the 
availabilit>- of the Artin-Wedderburn structure theory and the replacement of 
commutator calculus by associative ring product. 
111 Section 2 of this paper we recall some well-known facts about varieties, 
and in Section 3 we introduce the key ideas of a critical ring and a Cross 
variety-. esamining some of their fundamental properties. Section 4 outlines 
the proof of the main result, and Sections 5-8 are devoted to the details. 
Several of the results in Section 7, giving criteria that a ring be critical, are 
perhaps of independent interest, Section 9, finally, contains the proof of 
Theorem I .2 and some related observations. 
Avote added February 1972. Since submission of this paper the author 
has received a private communication from I,. A. Bokut’, that Theorem 1. I 
has been independently established in unpublished work by I. LT. L’vov of 
Sovosibirsk, and that L’vov’s methods are also modeled on the proof of the 
Oates ~Po~ll theorem for groups. 
In this section we recall some well-known facts about varieties and 
establish the notation used in the sequel. While stated for rings, all obser- 
vations in this section can be formulated naturally in a universal algebra 
context, and most are derived thusly in the book of Cohn [3], to which the 
reader is referred for details. An alternative treatment of all of these obser- 
vations is given in the context of groups in the book of Hanna Neumann [ 161. 
The translation of the proofs given there from groups to rings is entirely 
straightforward. 
\Ve shall denote b!; Z S the free r& of all polynomials over the rational 
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integers, with constant term 0, in a nonempty set S of noncommuting 
indeterminates. A T-ideal of % -‘i’,, is a two-sided ideal of Z S mapped into 
itself by every endomorphism of Z,\A, . This notation was introduced b\ 
Specht [19] with a somewhat more restricted meaning. A zariet? of rings is 
the class of all rings satisfying each of a given set of polynomial identities. 
A variety- !Jj defines a 7’-idcal I of % -4. consisting of those elements in the 
kernel of every homomorphism of %~ S into a ring in %. If S is infinite then 
the set of identities satisfied in !B may bc identified with the T-ideal 1. The 
ring % LY ‘:I is called the relatiz.ely,free ring of !43 corresponding to -\-, and 
every ring in ‘11 can be expressed as a homomorphic image of a relativel\ 
free ring, provided the cardinality of -Y is suficiently large. A \-arietv 23 of 
rings is clearly closed under the operations of taking subrings, homomorphic 
images, and Cartesian products, and ‘11 is said to be ,generuted h\- a class f 
of rings, if every ring in $8 can be obtained from rings in .X b!; a finite number 
of applications of these operations. Then we hal-c 
2.1 ([3, I\-. 3.81). If S is injinite then ecrry variety is grrleruted /my its 
relatively free ring corresponding to AY. 
Considering finitely generated rings, we have 
2.2 ([ 16, 15.6 I]). E:@ery vnriety is Reuernted by its jnitely ,renerated rings. 
2.3 (B. H. Neumann [HI. See [3, IV. 3.141). The jinitelF generated rela- 
tively free rings of a variety generated by a Jinite ring are finite. 
;Z \:arietv is local/y finite if its finitrl!- generated rings are finite. A\n 
immediate consequence of 2.3 is 
2.4. .-I variety generated by a jinite number of finite rings is locall>* jinite. 
V’e shall need the following result proved by G. Higman for groups: 
2.5 ([16, 15.731). If R is a finite riq in the @ariety generated by! a jinite 
set 9 of$nite rings, then R may he ohtuined (IS a homomorphic image ttf N subriq 
of the direct sum qf a finite nutnber Of ringsfrom X. 
If 91 is a variety and n a natural number we denote b!- ‘Jt(lf the \-ariet! 
defined 1~~ those identities of $8 which involve at most n variables. ‘Then 
clearlv ‘1) (7 !B”!), and further, we have 
2.6 ([3, I\:. 3.91). Let $8 be any variety qf rings; then a ring be/orlC,os to %li(l’l 
if and or+ if all qf its n-generator subrinp belong to %. 
Finally, WC: shall require the following results of 1,ewin [I21 for finitely 
generated rings: 
2.7. .I finitely generated rinx contains only n ,finite mwber qf subrin,gs nf n 
given finite index. 
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2.8. -4 subring of,finite inde.v in a$nitely generated ring is$nitely generated. 
~57th regard to notation, if K is a ring then 
\-ar R will denote the variety generated by R; 
Kad R will denote the Jacobson radical of R; 
char R will denote the characteristic of R, that is, the least natural number 
II with n.~ == 0 for all x E R, or 0 if no such number exists; and 
if R is nilpotent, then exp R will denote the exponent of R, that is, the 
least natural number e with RF’ --= 0. 
.%I1 rings considered in this paper are associative, but need not have unit 
elements. All ideals considered arc two sided. 
-1 ,factor of a ring R is any homomorphic image S: T where S is a subring 
of R and 7’ is a two-sided ideal of S. The factor is proper unless ,9 -=-m R 
and T 0. A ring is critical if it is finite and does not belong to the variety 
generated by its proper factors. In a later section we shall study some 
properties of critical rings, but for the present we confine our attention to 
their role in the construction of varieties. The results and proofs in this 
section arc completely analogous to the corresponding results for groups 
(see [l6], pp. 1499151). 
LEMMA 3. I. !f a z;aviety 21 isRenerated by its$nite rings, then % is generated 
by its critical rings. 
Proof. Let ‘U be the subvariety of % generated by the critical rings in 21. 
If !N is a proper subvariety, then % contains a finite ring not in !E, since ‘fi is 
generated by its finite rings. Let R E 21 be finite of minimum order such that 
R $ Y!.?. Then every proper factor of R has smaller order and hence lies in qfi, 
so that R must be critical, contrary to the definition of YU. Hence U mm~ 23. 
COROLI.ARY 3.2. If 1I is a proper suhzariety of a locally jinite vat&Jr $, 
then 9 contains a critical uin,r not in Il. 
hoof. By 2.2, 21 is generated b!- its finite rings and hence satisfies the 
hypotheses of 3. I. 
LEMMA 3.3. -4 finite ring hdonp to the variety genevated by its critical 
,factovs. 
Proof. The result holds for a ring of prime order, since such a ring is 
certainly critical. LVe proceed by induction on the order of the ring. Let R 
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bc an arbitrary finite ring. If R is critical then the result holds; if not, then 
K belongs to the variety generated by its proper factors, and by the induction 
hypothesis these all lie in the variety generated by their critical factors, which 
are already critical factors of R. 
Kcst we introduce a concept important in the sequel, which is named 
after D. C. Cross, who formulated the corresponding definition for groups. 
~~EFIWITIO~ 3.4. A varietv $11 of rings is called a C’ross variety if 
(i) $1 is locally finite; - 
(ii) the identities satisfied by 23 arc finitely based; and 
(iii) !U contains only a finite number of pairwise nonisomorphic 
critical rings. 
PROPO~TIOS 3.5. E.z?ery subvariety of u Cross variety is a ~‘ross uzrie?),. 
Proof. Let 28 be a proper subvariety of a Cross variety $3. Clearly (i) 
and (iii) of 3.4 are inherited b!- subvarieties, so that only (ii) needs to be 
established. Let 
!lu 21,. c ‘B,, ..1 c ... c 3, -=: $1 
be a properly ascending chain of subvarieties between ‘2I3 and %. By 3.2 
there is a critical ring in Si but not in ‘U;, i for each i, I <, i < k. Hence 
(iii) of 3.4 gives a bound on the length k of the chain. Hence we can assume 
that the chain cannot be refined. The identities satisfied by %r are given to be 
finitely based. Suppose that the identities of 2Jj are finitely based, and let (1 
be an identity which holds in ?Bj. r hut not in ,l+ . Let 11 be the variety 
defined by the identity- q and the identities of ‘u?. Then the identities of 1I 
are surely finitely based, and !Bi+, C_ 21 C 21, . Since the chain cannot he 
refined, we obtain !Bi,.r -: U, and by induction WC obtain that the identities 
of 2J.J =-- 23,. are finitely based. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Jf u rirq belorgs to Some Cross vuriety, then its identities 
are finitely based. 
4. THE ~CIAIN RESULT: OUTLINE OF PROOF 
TEIE~REM 4.1. l’he variety generated by afinite ring is a Cross variety. 
Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of this result and Corollary 3.6. 
Theorem 4.1 is analogous to the theorem of Oates and Powell [ 171 for groups, 
and the general organization and key ideas of its proof are similar to the proof 
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of the Oates-Powell theorem given by Ko&s and Newman [9]. Specific 
references to [ 171 and [9] will usually be omitted. 
LINMA 4.2. ([16, 51.541). df% ‘. a~ a variety generated by a finite rirg, then 
.fkw every natural number k the variety 13 ’ ~1 defined by the k-variable identities 
of 23 is$nitely based. 
Prmf. The k-variable identities of % form a T-ideal I in the free ring 
F,,. on k generators. Moreover, FJZ is a relatively free ring of the variety %(JL) 
and, by 2.3, F,jI is finite. That is, I has finite index in F,: , and hence, by 2.8, 
I is tinitelv generated. QED. 
To establish Theorem 4.1 we take a finite ring R, define ‘11 \*ar j?, and 
prove that ?I3(&) is a Cross variety for some natural number k. Since !B iS %(“‘J, 
Theorem 4.1 will then follow from Proposition 3.5. Lye have just ob:;erved 
in 4.2 that 3”;’ satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 3.4. To verify properties 
(i) and (iii) we note that these properties arc inherited by subclasses of rings. 
\Ve therefore now introduce a certain class of rings and state three principal 
lemmas which assert, respectively, that 21 + (‘Y is contained in the class for 
suitable k, that the class satisfies (i) of 3.4, and that the class satisfies (iii) 
of 3.4. Hence the proof of Theorem 4. I will be complete upon verification of 
these lemmas. 
DEFINITION 4.3. If c, d, and e are natural numbers, then c(c, d, P) will 
denote the class of all rings whose characteristic is not 0 and divides c, 
whose primitive factors are all finite simple rings of orders dividing tl, and 
whose nilpotent factors have exponent at most e. 
Surely every finite ring lies in some class (I(,, d, e). In the sequel the letters 
c, d, e will alwavs denote natural numbers. 
Lnm.4 A. Let R be a jinite ring in C(c, d, e), and let % mm \‘ar R. Then 
there esists n positive integer a: dependin‘? only on c, d, e such that !S(” C K(c, N, e). 
Ixivx4 H. .A finitely generated ring in C(c, d, e) i.7 jinite. 
LEMMA C. K(c, d, e) contains only afinite number of pairwise nonisomorphic 
critical yips. 
The proofs of these lemmas will occupv the nest several sections, after 
which we include an additional section to show that the class a(c, d, e) is 
itself a Cross variety. For the present, however, we make two preliminary 
observ-ations, the first of which is immediate. 
4.4. The class C(c, d, e) is closed under taking subrings and homomorphic 
images. 
hOPOSITIOK 4.5. Let G be a finite class of finite rings, let 21 be the varief> 
generated by E, and let R be a$nite ring in !J. Then 
(i) If every ring in G has characteristic dividiq c, then char R divides L‘. 
(ii) If every ring in G has primitive factors only of order dividing d, 
then every primitive .factor qf R has order dividiq d. 
(iii) Jf every ring in E has nilpotent factors qf exponent at most e, then 
every nilpotent factor of R has exponent at most e. 
Proof. (i) is obvious, since %i satisfies the identitv (‘,I‘ 0. 
To establish (ii) choose a primitive factor P of R. Then I’ is already a 
finite ring in %I), so that, by 2.5, P e TiI, where I is an ideal in a subring 7 
of a finite direct sum S, ~3 ..’ g> S,. of (finite) rings in 6. Construct a compo- 
sition series of the direct sum 
such that the factors are composition factors of the summands. ‘Then b! 
hypothesis each simple non-nilpotent factor has order dividing d. By the 
Jordan-HGlder theorem the two ideal series of 7’, 
have isomorphic refinements. 7’/Z g P, however, is already simple and 
non-nilpotent, so that P ! divides d follows from ; /;, liJi / divides C/ for all i 
such that JITliJi is non-nilpotent. 
For the proof of (iii) we begin with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.6. If Ii is an -lrtinian rinCy and I an ideal qf R such that R/I is 
nilpotent, then exp(RlI) :< exp(Rad R). 
Proof. The semisimple Artinian ring R/Rad R is generated as an ideal by 
its unit element, which can be lifted to an idempotent P E A. Thus R is 
generated as an ideal by e together with Rad R. Since R/Z is nilpotent, all 
idempotents in R must be in I, hence P E I, and thus R 1 I + Rad R. Then 
R’I (Rad R -I~- I);1 e (Rad R)/(I n Rad R), 
so that R/I is a homomorphic image of Rad R. ‘The result follows. 
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Ixsrx~ 4.7. Let R, and R, be finite rings whose nilpotent factors have 
espouen f at most e. 7’1 Ien ever?1 nilpotent factor of R, F’ R, has exponent at 
most e. 
Proof. Let S be a subring of R, C-; R, , and let I be an ideal of S such that 
5’ I is nilpotent. By Lemma 4.6, 
erp( ,S,‘Z) .:I exp( Kad S) 
so that without loss of generality we can consider only the case that S is 
nilpotent and I 0. Let S, and S, be the natural projections of S into R, 
and R, One easily sees that S, and S, are nilpotent and that exp s’ is the 
maximum of esp S, and exp .Y, , which are bounded by e. 
Proof of 4.5, part (iii). By 2.5, R is a factor of a finite direct sum 
5’ T‘ . ; A 1 :r S, of rings in e. The result follows by application of I,emma 4.7 
k ~~ I timc.s. 
5. PROOF OF bMX4 aA 
I,t:nn~.~ 5. I. For every natural number d there is a polynomial fd(x) in one 
variable s such that every rin<g whose (Jacobson) radical is nilpotent of exponent e, 
and whose primitive factors are jinite simple rings of orders dividing d, satisfies 
the identity (fCl(.x))” = 0. On th e other hand, there is an integer CY depending 
only on d and e such that, if (fd(x))’ -:- 0 zs an identity for a ring R, then ever? 
primitive factor of R is a jinite simple ring qf order dividing N. 
Proqf. First consider the case when d ----p” is a prime power. There 
exists a finite field GF( p”) for some integer k depending only on d, such that 
every polynomial of degree at most z/n over any of the finite fields GF( pj), 
for I . ; -.< H, has all of its roots in GF( p”). With m the greatest integer not 
exceeding \/‘nl we define 
f<&) =: (.&4J - .).)‘I’. 
\Yhen r/ is not a prime power- eve express d as a product of prime powers and 
define f,((.~) to be the product of the corresponding polynomials constructed 
above. Sate thatf,(.r) is manic and hence remains nontrivial when regarded 
over any nonzero ring of coefficients. 
To establish the first part of the lemma, let R be a ring whose prilmitive 
factors arc finite simple rings of orders dividing d, and whose (Jacobson) 
radical S is nilpotent of exponent e. To show that R satisfies the identit) 
(fil(s))’ =- 0 it suffices to show that R/N satisfies the identityf,(s) -= 0. It 
is \-er\- \veli known (see [7], Theorem I, p. 14) that R]‘V is a subdirect sum 
of primitive rings, each a factor of K, and hence by hvpothesis a finite 
simple ring of order dividing (i. Hence it suffices to she\\. that a finite 
simple ring 5’ of order dividing tl satisfies the identity ,f,,(.y) 0. 
Clearly S has order a power of a prime p dividing c/. Choose II mxximal 
such that p” divides tl. \\:e shall show that S satisfies the identit!- (sj,l .X)“’ 
0 (where /z and vz are defined ahove), which implies that 5’ satisfies+f,f,,(.v) 0. 
Let us (using the Artin-IVedderburn theorem) regard S as the ring of I’ I 
matrices over the field GF( pi) f or some integers K and j which xill then 
satisfy 1 ’ ” ~1, I ’ i -c: IZ. A matrix -4 c .S satisfies a polynomial if and 
only if its Jordan canonical form .-I’ satisfies the same polynomial. Hut .-1’ 
has the form _ I’ 11 (‘, where H is a diagonal matrix \\-ith entries in the 
extension field GF( p”), C’ is a matrix n,ith I’s in selected positions 011 the 
first super diagonal and O’s clsewherc. and IX‘ (‘Il. ‘I’hcn (R C)“” 
Bi’” !~ C/j” I~!. the binomial theorem. since RC’ (‘I?, and further Bjfi. H 
since GI:( p”) satisfies the identity .x1) .Y and R is a diagonal matrix OVCI- 
GF( p”‘), and (‘f,” 0 since C”,’ 0 and sureI>. 111 : p”. ‘I’hus 
(;p” ..J’)“’ ~= ((H I (,y ~.. (B (‘))“’ 
(B (11 -1- (‘))‘I’ (‘“’ 0. 
Hence S satisfies the identity (.Y/’ ~~ .Y)“’ 0, and the proof of the first part 
of the lemma is complete. 
For the second part, suppose that K is a primitive ring which satisfies the 
polynomial identity (f,,(x))” 0. ‘The well-known result of Kaplan&y [8] 
asserts that R is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over its center, with 
dimension bounded by an integer depending only on the degree of the 
identity, hence 011 d and P alone. Further, the center E’ of R is a field which, 
as a subring of R, satisfies the identity (f,!(,r))l 0. It follows that F is finite, 
and, for p char F, it follows from the definition of the polynomial ,f,,(,x) 
that p divides tb and that F satisfies the identity ,x1)” -- .w 0. whence E’ is a 
subfield of GF( p”), whose order- is hounded by a function of C/ alone. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5. I. 
Remilrf< The bound obtained on the order of a primitive ring R in the 
second part is clearly verv rough. To obtain a sharp bound for the dimension . . 
of a simple algebra over its center one could use the “standard identities” 
introduced by Amitsur and Levitzki [I] in place of the identit!-.f,,(.v). The use 
of some other identity, however, would still be required to obtain a bound on 
the order of a finite field which could occur. 
LEhfnI.1 5.2. Let R be a finite riq whose nilpotent factors 1laz.e exponent 
at most e, rind let % \,-ar R. Then the nilpotetlt factors Of ever? ring it1 %J’l’) 
l2a’L.e xponent at most e. 
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Proof. Let !V be a nilpotent ring in !R(‘r, and suppose that IV” -,,c 0. 
Then there exist elements ri ,..., T,. in S such that the product T, .‘. I’,, G 0, 
and hence _\- contains an e-generator subring S with SI’ :~ 0. From 2.6 
fOllO\\ s s E 21, and then b\- 2.3, S must be finite. Then (iii) of 4.5 implies 
that SC 7 0. a contradiction. Hence the result holds. 
To complete the proof of Lemma -A, let R be a finite ring in C(C, d, P), 
and let $1 =- \-ar R. First, c.1 0 is an identitv in R, hence in 91, and also 
in !8(‘). Second, Ixmma 5.1 implies the existence of an integer ly depending 
onI!- on tl and e. such that every primitive factor of a ring in 93(i), hence in 
t%(‘), is a finite simple ring of order dividing (Y. Third, Lemma 5.2 implies 
that the nilpotent factors of every ring in %I(‘~) have exponent at most r. 
Hence ‘1;‘, ! : K(c, LY, c). QED. 
LEMMA 6. I. A kg R z&k-A is generated by t elements, is nilpotent of 
exponent at most e, and has characteristic dividitg c, where t, e, and c are 
positiw integers, is finite of ora’er bounded by a function of t, e, and c alone. 
Proof. The additive group of R is generated by the 
s _ t ..I- f’ + _ I” I 
or fewer distinct products of e -- I or fewer generators. From char R divides 
c follows R : P. 
Re?rrnA. The free nilpotent ring of exponent e and characteristic c with t 
generators shows that the bound on R / is the best possible. 
To prove Lemma B, let R be a finitely generated ring in K(c, d, e), and 
let !\- : Rad R. We first shovv that R/lY is finite. It is very well known ([7], 
Theorem 1.2.1) that 1%’ is the intersection of all primitive ideals of R. A 
primitive ideal has index dividing d in R, since R E K(c, d, e). By 2.7, R has 
only a finite number of primitive ideals of index dividing d, and thus. theit 
intersection S also has finite index. Thus R,‘A’ is finite. 
As A: has finite indes in the finitely generated ring R, A’ is finitely gengxated 
b! 2.8. Consider the powers of X, 
If this chain does not become stationary before Nf”i, then X/N’. 1 is a 
nilpotent factor of R of exponent e + 1, contrary to R E K(c, d, e). Thus wc 
obtain A- .Vrll. Surely NC is finitely generated and Jacobson [7, 8.4.21, 
shows that this implies that :\:I 0. ‘I’hus ,\; is a finitely generated rlilpotent 
ring of characteristic dividing C, and hence is finite by Lemma 6. I. 
‘Thus both R::Y and :V are finite, whence R is finite. Q.E.D. 
\\;e begin with some very simple observations. 
If a ring R contains a set of nonzero ideals {Ii j t SI, where -1. is ,111 index 
set, such that 0 (Ii ,j E SJ - 0, then R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
its proper factors K/1, , j E .Y. Hence, 
7. I. A critical r-ing is subdirectly irreducible 
On the other hand, not every finite subdirectly irreducible ring is critical. 
Take, for example, the algebra .-I over an!; finite field with a basis )(I, h, cj 
such that u” h” c and all other products of basis elements arc 0. ‘Then 
the subalgebra generated by c is a unique minimal ideal, so that :f is sub- 
directly irreducible. Clearly, however, .? is a homomorphic image of the 
direct km of algebras isomorphic to the subalgebras S, with basis n and C, 
and S, with basis b and c, and hence A is not critical. 
If the additive group of a ring R is periodic, then one casil!- sees that the 
primary components of the additive group are two-sided ideals of R, so that 
R is decomposable as the direct sum of rings whose additiw groups are 
jyfyoups. Such rings are called p-rings. Hence, we have 
For nilpotent rings we further note ([IO, 1.4.3]): 
In the opposite extreme case of semisimple rings, xve ha\c 
7.4. .-I jinitp semisimple ring is critical <f and only if if is sirrlplr. 
I’roqf. By the \Vedderburn-Artin theory a finite semisimple ring is the 
direct sum of simple subrings; hence a critical semisimple ring must be 
simple. For the converse, let ?D be the variety generated by the proper factors 
of a finite simple ring R. By (ii) of 4.5 every finite ring in ?8 has simple factors 
only of orders strictly less than R , so that R 6 ‘21, and thus R is critical. 
We now establish a result of considerable importance in the sequel, 
analogous to a result of Oatcs and Powell [I 71 for groups. 
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THEOREM 7.5. Suppose that the ring R possesses ideals I1 ,..., ,11 I and a 
subring S such that 
(i) R =- S + I, ) 7 I,,, ; 
(ii) no proper subset qf (I, ,..., I,,,], together with S, generates R; and 
(iii) Iv(l$rr(2j ... In(,“,j :== 0 for every permutation n of I ,..., m. 
Then R is not critical. 
Proof. Let S be generated by a set of elements (uiO , 1 < i < h,}, for 
I e:ij < m, let I, be generated by a set {uij / I < i < kj). DefineF to be the 
free ring generated by a set {nij / 1 < i < hj , 0 <j < m}. For 1 < j < m 
we define the deletion aj as the endomorphism of F which sends v/ii to 0 for 
I -2 i < kj and fixes v,, for all 1 5 j, all i. Set 
hXIMA 7.6. Every element s E F can be zuitten as 
,2’ --.: y I x1 + .+ -1. ~; St 
for some integer t > 0, where y E K, and each element zi , 1 < i < t, is of the 
form zi = && , where pi is a nonempty product of deletions. 
PYOOf, For each nonempty subset S of {I,..., ml we define ps = JJjE, sj, 
and we define sgn S to be + 1 or - 1 according as the number of elements in 
S is odd or even. We shall show that 
where the summation extends over all nonempty subsets S of {I,..., m} 
and y is the sum of all monomials appearing in s which each involve at least 
one generator zjij for allj, 1 <<j < m. Then clearly y t K. 
Choose a monomial w appearing in s and let Tdenote the subset of {l,..., m> 
corresponding to the second indices j of generators vii which appear in w. 
If T = (l,..., m} then w occurs as a term ofy, and z$~ =- 0 for all subsmets S, 
so that w appears exactly once in the right-hand side of expression (*). 
Otherwise, w does not occur as a term of-y. Further, w occurs in the expr’ession 
.vfls if and only if S is contained in the complement T” of T in {I,..., m). 
Hence, applying a well-known identity, we obtain that the coefficient of z*, in 
the right-hand side of expression (*) is 
c 
ZiSCTC 
sgn S -= (;‘) - (;) L (;) - ... rt [ff) = I, 
where II is the number of elements in 7’(‘. Thus expression (“) is verified, 
and the proof of 7.6 is complete. 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 7.5 is essentiall>- the same as the proof 
of the analogous result for groups (see [ 16, 5 1.37]), but is included for the 
convenience of the reader. 
Let ,N be the natural homomorphism of F onto R which sends r,, onto u,, , 
1 -: i :’ k,, 0 -: j 5’ ~.Sincc K n, .,’ II, ker a,, clearly every element of 
K can he written as a sum of monomials, each of which involves at least one 
generator P’,, for all j, 1 .. j ,’ 111. Since I1 ,..., I,,, are ideals of K, hlyothesis 
(iii) then ensures that K i kcr ‘t. 
IVe now appl!. Lemma 7.6 to an arl)itrar!- element .T t I’+‘, obtaining 
\ I i ” 1 -I > 
where 1’ cc I; (CI ker x and each zi is of the form ;‘, .-:-.Y/3, with /3( a nonemptb- 
product of deletions 6,, . Since F6, is proper in P, hypothesis (ii) implies that 
FPia is a proper subring =I, of R. 11-e take a set of rings B, , 1 rl i : f. 
which are isomorphic copies of the subrings .-I, with isomorphisms y, , and 
define the direct sum 
The epimorphisms /3,q, ofF onto fzI, may he used to define a homomorphism 
7j of F into B by setting, for each s E E’. 
TC’e now show that ,I can he factored through 7, that is, there is an epi- 
morphism 5 of Fq onto R such that q< ,Y. To show this it suffices to she\\ 
that ker q C ker o(. But, for A cF, q 0 holds if and only if .Y/~~cv~~ =-: 0 fol 
all i, 1 S? i S: t. Since yi is an isomorphism, this means that .$; z, t ker 2 
for 1 <,I i :-< f. But .T 3’ : z1 ..’ -i zt with y t K 2 ker N, so that 
.Y E kcr a: follows. 
The cpimorphism <, whose e\;istence is thus assured, represents R 3s an 
epimorphic image of the subring Fq of the direct sum R of isomorphic copies 
Hi of the proper subrings .-I, of R. Hence R is not critical. Q.E:.D. 
Coxm..kRY 7.7. Let R be a critical rin,y umi let S Rad R. Then the 
number of simple components of the (/kite) semisimple rity R/h’ is less than 
2 exp h’. 
Pvoof. Suppose that R, N has WI simple components, and let I., , 1 : j :. 111. 
he those ideals of R for which A’ C I, and I, ‘IV are the simple components of 
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RjN. Then, for S = S, hypotheses (i) and (ii) of 7.5 are satisfied, and if 
112 > 2 exp JV, then hypothesis (iii) also holds, since I/,.1, C-V for li + 1 
implies that 
Hence if R is critical, then wz < 2 ezp X. 
Remark. Corollary 7.7 leads to a bound on the order of R/-V in terms of 
the exponent of N. It is also possible directly to obtain a bound on the order 
of K/V in terms of the order of :V. For example, in the case of a finite- 
dimensional algebra -4 with radical -V. 11. Hall [6] shows that, for dim .V II, 
if dim --I -,. 12’) -~ n -I- 1, then .-I is directly reducible. 
PROPOSITION 7.X. (cf. [ 16, 51.381). /A R he a criiical Gzg containing a 
nilpotent ideal :V, a suhvin,n S such that S ~- Y R, and a set qf subrings 
AT, ... ,Y,,, of :V suds that 
Roof. Ikfine subrings Ii m: A\‘, ~-- :Y” for 1 :< j ,;< 111. Using R -= >; {- 11' 
and S’A’, ,-  ATjS C :V, , one easily establishes that I, is a two-sided ideal of R. 
The subring S and the ideals Ii , I ~.:j :c< FP~, satisfy hypothesis (i) of 7.5, and 
hypothesis (iii) if m 3 exp A’. 
To show that hypothesis (ii) of 7.5 h Id o s, suppose, by reordering the ideals 
1, if necessary, that R S -t- /i ~:- ... C I,, for some integer rz -< m. Let 
r 1 I S + .I-1 ./m L I\-,, . ‘rhcn R r-z 7’ ~_ ,v”, and thus for every s CI N 
we obtain .v = t + y for some t E T, y E .V2. This implies that t E 7’ n N. 
‘Thus V (7’ n :V) -!- X2 which gives, II!- [IO, 1.3.81, that N =: T n _V. Thus 
.V C T, and R =-. 7’ I ;\‘;” , so that we obtain R - 7’. which, by hypothesis 
(iii) of 7.8, implies IZ ==~ 777. Hence (ii) of 7.5 holds, and therefore R critical 
must irnph. that m < esp AV. 
COROLL;SRP 7.9. If R is a uiticd &potent yin, CJ of r.Yponent e then eeery 
irvedundant Renevating set for R contains at most c --- 1 elements. 
I’voof. Let [x1 ,. . , .x ,,,) be an irredundant generating set for R. .4pply 
Proposition 7.8 with S = 0, H .~ A’, and ;Vi the subring generated by xi , 
1 < i .” 777. . -2 
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PROPOSITION 7.10. Let R be a critical p-ring .for some prime p, let N 
Rad R, let e :-= exp N, and let pr -= 1 R/N 1. Then N can be generated by a set 
containing.feu>er than (2e - 1) r -I- e elements. 
Proof. Let @ = pN TV N*. The ideal @ of N is called the Frattini subring 
of AT, and by the Burnside basis theorem for nilpotent p-rings (see [ 10,4.1.4]), 
the minimal number s of generators required for N satisfies p” = I _V/:‘di :. 
Surely CD -t pR is an ideal in R, and we may regard R/(@ + pR) as an algebra 
over the field of p elements. Doing so we obtain, by the Wedderburn principal 
theorem, a subring Q of R such that Q 3 @ + pR, R =: N f Q, and N n Q 
@ + pR. It follows that Q/(@ + pR) 1~ R/:Y, so that ~ Q/(@ + pR)! map ’. 
For each x E N, .v $ @, define 
where n ranges over the rational integers and q, q’ over the subring Q. Clearly 
N(x) is an additive subgroup, and, since A7 is an ideal, x EN, and @ _C N, 
we obtain N(x) C N. Further, N/@ is a null ring (has all products 0), so that 
every additive subgroup of IV/@ is an ideal. Thus nr(x) is an ideal of IV, and 
from QN(x) -I- N(x)Q C K(x) and Q + A&F = R, we obtain that N(x) is 
an ideal in R. bloreover, since ps E @ and Qi(@ ~j~ pR)i ~~mm /I“, we have 
Now let AT1 ,..., :V,,T be subrings selected from the subrings N(N) such that 
R:-Q-tN,+ . ..+Nv.,, but no proper subset of {Nr ,..., NTn>, together 
with Q, generates R. Then the hypotheses of 7.8 hold, so that we obtain 
m < exp N = e. 
Hence pp =- ( N/Q 1 = liv,/~l...li\;,,l~i.ipR/~I. But m<e, 
I NJ@ / ,< p2r-~1 for 1 < i < m, and I pR/@ / < j pR/pN ( :.< I R/N 1 = p’, 
the last inequality being valid in any finite Abelian p-group, from which it 
follows that 
s ,; (2~ + l)(e ~- I) r %< (2e ~ 1)r 7 e. U.E.D. 
To prove Lemma C we shall show that the order of a critical ring in the 
class K(c, d, e) is bounded by a function of c, d, and e alone. Since there are 
only a finite number of pairwise nonisomorphic rings of any given finite 
order, it will follow that O(c, d, e) contains only a finite number of pairwise 
nonisomorphic critical rings, which is the assertion of Lemma C. 
Let R be a critical ring in E(c, d, e) and let N = Rad R. The order of a 
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simple component of R is at most d, and the exponent of N is at most e, so 
that Corollary 7.7 implies that 1 R/N / < d2e-1. Proposition 7.10 implies 
that :V is generated by fewer than (2e - I) Y + e elements, wher’e pr = 
/ R/hi j < d2+l. This, together with exp N < e and char A’ divides c, implies 
by 6.1 that \ N j is bounded by a function of c, d, and e alone. 
Thus we have bounds both on ; R/N i and on 1 -47 !, thereby also on 1 R 1. 
Hence the proof of Lemma C is complete, and therewith also the proof of 
the main result, that the identities satisfied by any finite ring are finitely based. 
8. K(c, d, e) Is A CROSS VARIETY 
In this section we derive the following theorem, analogous to a result of 
Kovacs and Newman [9] for groups: 
THEOREM 8.1. For positive integers c, d, and e the class of rings K(c, d, e) 
is a Cross variety. 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 8.2. If R is a $finite ring in K(c, d, e) then Var R C (I(c, d, P). 
Proof. By Lemma A there exists an integer N such that Var R C K(c, (Y, e). 
Therefore, for any ring S in Var R, all of the primitive factors of S are finite 
simple rings. Such a factor T is a finite simple ring in Var R, and hence, by 
(ii) of 4.5, 1 T 1 divides d. This implies that S is in O(c, d, e). 
Proof of 8.1. Let A be the direct sum of one ring from each isomorphism 
class of critical rings in O(c, d, e). Lemma C implies that ,4 is a finite ring. 
By 4.5, A E O(c, d, e), so that 8.2 implies that Var A 5 K(c, d, e). TVe shall 
now show that K(c, d, e) C Var A, which, together with Theorem 4.1, implies 
directly that O(c, d, e) == Var A is a Cross variety. 
Let R be a ring in K(c, d, e). To verify R E Var B it suffices, by 2.2, to 
check SE Var A for every finitely generated subring S of R. By 4.4, 
5’ E Cr(c, d, e), and thus Lemma B implies that S is finite. By 3.3, Var S is 
generated by its critical factors, which by 4.4 are all in K(c, d, e), hence in 
Var A by the definition of the ring iz. Hence Var S C Var /I, so that St Var A, 
and the proof is complete. 
9. NILPOTENT-BY-FINITE RINGS 
If X and Y are properties which a ring may have, then a ring R is called 
X-by-Y if it contains an ideal I with property X such that R/I has property Y. 
The first object of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2, which asserts that 
the identities satisfied by a nilpotent-by-finite ring are finitely based. The key 
ideas of this proof are taken from a paper of Cossey [4]. After completing the 
proof we discuss some consequences and some related observations. 
LEMMA 9.1. &A jinitely generated nilpotent-by-jinite ring R is jinitelv 
generated as an additive group, and hence satisfies the ascending: chain conditioit 
on additive subgroups. 
Boof. Let :\T be a nilpotent ideal of H with K/K finite. B!- 2.8, S is finitel! 
generated as a ring and therefore (see [IO, 3.4.51) 1V is finitely gcncrated as an 
additive group. Since K/N is finite it follows that the additive group of Ii is 
finitely generated. 
-4 ring R is called residually finite if for each x E R, s ;:T- 0, there exists an 
ideal I(s) such that x $1(x) and R/l(x) is finite. Note that R is residualh 
finite if and only if it is a subdirect sum of finite rings. 
LEMMA 9.2. A finitely generated nilpotent-beII-jinite ring R is re,siduallJ 
finite. 
Proof. By 9.1 the additive group of R is finitely generated. so that, fol 
each positive integer iz, the ring RjkR is finite. Further, n (kR k I, 2,...; ~~ 
0, so that R is a subdirect sum of the finite rings RjkR, k -m: 1, I!,... 
For the next several results we use the following notation. Let p(,xl ,..., Y,() 
be a polynomial, with constant term 0, in noncommuting indeterminates 
x1 )...~ T For ever)- integer e .;- 1 define a polynomial in ne indetcrminates )) 
111 
p,,(.x, ,..., A-,,,,) - P(Y1 ,..., .s,J p(r,, , 1 ,..., .X2,)) .” /l(.X,!,- // 1 . . . . . ,A.,,,). 
&fine !U,, to be the \:ariety of all rings satisfying the identitlj /I, (.Y, ,..., .\ ,$$,) 0. 
~‘KOPOSITIOI\ 9.3. Jf‘ Su, can be generated blr a single jinite ring, then ,fb 
every integer e I 1 there exists an integer s 1, which depends only m 
p& I..., ,x~,,), such that every subcaviety of‘ %),, is ,generated bv its s ,orneratol 
relatively ,free r&g. 
Proof. Let P be a finitely generated relatively free ring of ‘II,. , and let 1 
be the ideal ofI7 generated by the values taken by the polynomial p(.~, ,.._, .x,,) 
evaluated at elements of F. Then F:‘IE %I1 and is finite by 2.3. Surely I is 
nilpotent, by definition of the polynomial pc~(,yl ,..., ,x,,,,). Hence F is nil~mtent- 
by-finite. 
21, is generated hv its finitely generated relatively free rings b>- 2.2, which 
are subdirect sums of finite rings by 9.2, and therefore SP is gcneratcd by its 
critical rings by 3. I. Any subvariety of ?I%,, is generated by a subclass of these 
critical rings. Hence if we obtain a bound s on the number of generators 
required by a critical ring in ‘B,, , then the proof will be complete. 
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Choose positive integers c, d, f, which exist since %r is generated by a 
finite ring, such that %r c E(c, d, f). Let R be a critical ring in %, , let 
z!’ = Rad R, and let I be the ideal of R generated by P(.Y r ,..., x,) evaluated 
at elements of R. Surely 1 C A: and exp I < e, exp N < ef. Moreover, as a 
factor of R/I, R/A’ E C(c, d, f) so that the order of a simple component of 
H;‘,\r divides n. By 7.7 the number of components is at most 2 exp N < 2ef. 
Therefore R/N ; < dzcl. Proposition 7.10 then bounds the number of 
generators needed for hr, and hence also for R, as a function of C, n, 11, and f 
alone. This completes the proof. 
~‘ROlwSITION 9.4. If !&), can be generated by a single jinite riq then, for 
e _ 1, ewry subaariety qf 23,, has a$nite basis for its identities. 
hmf. Let F be the s-generator relatively free ring of !8,. , where .s is 
given in Proposition 9.3. As in the proof of 9.3, F is nilpotcnt-by-finite and 
hence, bv Lemma 9.1, satisfies the ascending chain condition on additive 
subgroups. 
By Proposition 9.3 there is a dual lattice isomorphism between the sub- 
varieties of 21, and the T-ideals of F; hence the subvarieties of %I,, satisfy the 
descending chain condition. Let ‘D be a proper subvariety, of %iC , iand let 
!I!.$, ‘8, . Then W, > !lB and is defined by th e single identity p,,(sr ,..., s,,,) -~: 
0. suppose, for i ‘,-- 0, that a finitely based subvariety gR;, 3 W has been 
defined. If 9U, + !II? let ‘2l’r;_, be the variety defined by, the identities of W1:i 
together with an\- one identity which holds in \21! but not in !IUi . Then the 
identities of ‘1U; ., are finitely based and YB, r) Q? _ , , 2 ‘11;. By the descending 
chain condition we obtain !IU,, 1U for some n, and the proof is complete. 
I’wqf of Uzeorelrz 1.2. Let -\- bc a nilpotent ideal of a ring R with RjA\’ 
finite. Bv Theorem 1. I, TVar(R,‘S) can bc defined by a finite set of identities, 
and the&~ also by a single identity P(Y i ,..., ,va) = 0. r rhen R satisfies the 
idcntit\. p,,(,vr ,..., .rn,,), where e =:= esp :!-, and therefore Var R C ‘1,. , whence 
the identities satisfied by R are finitelv based hv Proposition 9.4. 
C’~RO~.I..~RY 9.5. If ‘li is a aariety of nifpotent rings and Y-l the ,cavietJ 
Renerated hi? a finite rin<g, then the identities qf the variety ‘!! v ‘1U are j?nite~y 
hased. 
ProoJ. Let R be a finite ring such that Yl.? = Var R, and let F be the 
relatively free ring with a countably infinite number of generators for 21, so 
that E’ is nilpotent and, by 2.1, $ = YarF. Then ‘11 u 93 = \-ar(X $1 F), 
and R (1 F is nilpotent-by-finite, so the result follows from Theorem I .2. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem I .2 is: 
~OROI.l.ARY 9.6. The identities sat&$ed by a nilpotent ring ar-e,finitel?, based. 
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For the sake of completeness we include an elementary proof of this 
observation (cf. [13] and [16, 34.141). 
We call a polynomial blended if whenever an indeterminate appears in 
one term then it appears in every term of the polynomial. By setting certain 
indeterminates to 0 one sees easily that the identities of any ring are con- 
sequences of its blended identities. 
Let R bc a nilpotent ring, with e == exp R. Then R satisfies the identity 
X& ... x,, : 0, which implies all possible identities which have only terms of 
degree at least e. Hence all identities of R are consequences of slxX .‘. s,, .=: 0 
and identities of degree at most e -~ I, which may be taken as blended, and 
hence involve at most e - 1 variables. 
Let F be the free ring with e generators. Then all of the identities of R are 
consequences of those corresponding to some T-ideal I of F with F’ C I. As 
a subring of the finitely generated nilpotent ringF/F”, I/F” is finitely generated 
(see [IO, 3.4.71). Therefore1 is finitely generated as a T-ideal by xlxz ... x’, 
and the counter images of the generators of I/P’. This completes the proof. 
Finally, we remark that, among other possible extensions of Theorem 1.2, 
one might consider the case of a ring R with a finite chain of subrings 
R = S,, 3 S, 3 ... 3 S, - 0 
such that, for 1 < i < n, S, is an ideal in Se1 and Si-,/Si is either finite or 
nilpotent. This achieves no extension of Theorem 1.2, however, since such a 
ring is already nilpotent-by-finite, as shown by the following observation: 
PROPOSITION 9.7. .A jinite-by- ‘lp t t nt o en ring is nilpotent-by-finite. 
Proof. Let R be a ring with a finite ideal E’ such that R/F is nilpotent. 
If F = 0 the result is trivial. 1Ye proceed by induction on ! F 1. 
First consider the case when R is a (Jacobson) radical ring. By hypothesis, 
R” is finite for some integer e, and one checks easily that any power of a 
quasiregular ring is quasiregular, so that Re is a finite radical ring, hence 
nilpotent, hence R is nilpotent. 
Now suppose that R is not a radical ring, and therefore contains a primitive 
ideal P. Then (F -1 P)/P is a finite ideal of the primitive ring R/P. Since 
R,‘(F .r P) is nilpotent and RjP is primitive we obtain F -+ P + P, and 
[7, 2.4.4(3)] then implies that F + P ~~ R and IZ,iP is a finite simple ring. Let 
Q .= P n P. Then (2 is a finite ideal of R, and i Q 1 K 1 F /, since otherwise 
RIP e (R/F)/(PjF) would be nilpotent. Further, P/Q E (P jm F)!F R/F 
is nilpotent. Hence the induction hypothesis, applied to the ring P with finite 
ideal Q, implies that there is a nilpotent ideal 1%’ of P with P/Y finite. I,et 
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Then M is a two-sided ideal of R, and, for e = exp N, 
Mgp _C (RIVR)~” = ((RNR) N(RNR))” _C (PNP)B 2 N’ = 0. 
Thus M is nilpotent. Further, R/P is finite and P/M z (P/N)/(M’/N) is 
finite, so that R,/M is finite. Hence R is nilpotent-by-finite, and the proof is 
complete. 
Remark. Elementary examples show that the converse of Proposition 9.7 
is false. Note, however, that a similar proof (using induction on the number 
of simple components) shows that any (semisimple Artinian)-by-nilpotent 
ring is nilpotent-by-(semisimple Artinian). The author thanks K. R. Pearson 
and J. L. Fisher for helpful comments concerning Proposition 9.7. 
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